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Overview



• Oxide fuels have benefited from years of research and reactor irradiation.

• Nitride fuels have been actively researched and developed since the 1960’s

– a potential fuel for space reactors

– fast reactors

• More recent interest in nitride fuels for thermal reactors, as accident tolerant

or advanced technology, high performance fuels. But gaps exist, need to:

– examine nitride fuel under reactor operating conditions

– assess their performance

Motivation



• UN based fuels are attractive alternatives to oxides.

– higher thermal conductivity

– higher melting point

– good radiation tolerance*

• Here, using existing empirical potential models, 

temperature dependent properties are predicted. 

• How defects accommodate non-stoichiometry and 

their influence on structural and mechanical 

properties.
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Why use simulations?

• Simulations and experiments complement each other.

• Simulations bridge theory and experiment.

• Especially important in nuclear materials.

Image adapted from, K.Kulasini, Physical and Mechanical Aspects of Moisture Adsorption in Wood Biopolymers 

Investigated with Atomistic Simulations.

S.T. Murphy, P.C. Fossati, R.W. Grimes, Xe diffusion and bubble nucleation around edge dislocations in 

UO2, J. Nucl. Mater. 466 (2015) 634–637.



Molecular Dynamics Simulations

• MD simulations were carried out using LAMMPS, 

employing two ADP potential sets[1,2].

• MD based on the application of the laws of classical 

mechanics to microscopic systems.

[1] A.Y. Kuksin, S.V. Starikov, D.E. Smirnova, V.I. Tseplyaev, The diffusion of point defects in uranium mononitride: Combination of DFT and atomistic simulation with novel potential, J. Alloys Compd. 658 (2016) 385–394. 
[2] V.I. Tseplyaev, S.V. Starikov, The atomistic simulation of pressure-induced phase transition in uranium mononitride, J. Nucl. Mater. 480 (2016) 7–14
[3] S. Plimpton, Fast Parallel Algorithms for Short-Range Molecular Dynamics, J Comp Phys, 117, 1-19 (1995)
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• Lattice parameter as a function of 

temperature for two empirical potentials 

denotated as Kuksin and Tseplyaev.

• The lattice parameter is not a strong 

function of U vacancy or N interstitial 

concentration. 

• Suggesting that hyper-stoichiometry is 

not associated with lattice swelling.

Thermal Expansion



• Specific heat as a function of 

temperature.

• There is a rapid increase in specific 

heat as temperature rises, 

analogous to the superionic 

transition seen in UO2.

Specific Heat Capacity



What about other phases?

• Lattice parameter as a function of 

temperature for UN2, α-U2N3 and β-U2N3.

• Demonstrates predictive capability of 

atomistic simulations. 



• Change in enthalpy and specific heat 

as a function of temperature for UN2, 

α-U2N3 and β-U2N3.

• Predict where limited or no 

experimental data exist.

What about other phases?



• Using non-equilibrium MD

– The phonon mediated contribution 

to thermal conductivity contribution 

decreases with temperature. 

• This is balanced by the electrical 

contribution which increases with 

temperature 

κ = 𝐿𝑇σ

• The sum of the two terms fits the 

experimental observation.

Thermal Conductivity 



• Phonon contribution to thermal 

conductivity.

• At lower temperatures, defects 

lower the thermal conductivity.

Thermal Conductivity 



• Calculate the electronic contribution 

to thermal conductivity using DFT.

• How defects affect the electronic 

contribution.

Ongoing Work
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• Properties predicted include the lattice parameter, linear thermal expansion, 

enthalpy and heat capacity.

• Examine hyper-stoichiometric UN by adding U vacancies and N interstitials.

• Investigate the thermal conductivity and study the affect of defects.

• Advanced fuels like UN have the potential to be used in reactors that 

generate a high temperature output due to their high thermal conductivity.

• Modelling and experiment studies help development of advanced fuels –

that have a role to play in helping UK meet Net Zero target.
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